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FINEST DWARF SHRUBS | * 2"!?4%5 » 
ALL SHRUBS LISTED ON THIS OFFER SHOULD BE SHIPPED VIA EXPRESS. T' 

PER PACKING AND PROMPT DELIVERY. THE CHARGES ARE VERY MODEST. CUSTOMERS WILL PAY 

ORb7 

THE EXPRESS CHARGES ON RECEIPT OF PACK AGE, 

RED LEAF BARBERRY 

This fine shrub grows low and compact. Does best in 

full sun and the foliage is bright bronze red all thru the 

summer, turning to intense scarlet in autumn. Very 

showy, hardy and effective with its distinctive colors in 

spring, summer and autumn. Will grow 38 to 4 feet tall 

but can be kept low and compact with trimming. 

75e each, 3 for $2.00, $6.00 per dozen 

GREEN LEAF JAP BARBERRY 

This shrub same as above except it will thrive in shade 

and the leaves are green thru the summer, turning red is 

autumn. Bright red berries. A fine foundation and hedge 
plant. 

60c each, 3 for $1.50, $4.50 per dozen 

SPIREA ANTHONY WATERER 

One of the most popular dwarf shrubs. Grows about 

2 1-2 to 3 feet. Very fine for foundation plantings. Com- 

pact growth, nice green foliage, brilliant red flowers 

July and August. Very hardy 3 yr. old plants. 

7d5e each, 3 for $2.00, $6.00 per dozen 

SPIREA WHITE VAN HOUTII 

Fine old favorite that blooms a fountain of white 

sprays in late May and June. This plant is perfectly har- 

dy and makes a fine hedge plant also. Plant 4 to 6 feet 

apart for specimen and 2 ft. apart for hedge. 

Fine plants 3 to 4 ft. 75c each, 3 for $2.00, $7 per doz. 

PINK FLOWERING ALMOND 

Very showy in early spring with clusters of double 

pink bloom that appear before the leaves and cover the 

entire bush. Nice foliage thru the summer. Our plants 

are grown on their own roots so no chance for them to 
sucker and turn wild. Hardy and a very fine shrub. 

Grows 4 ft. tall. 

lants 2 ft. tall 75c each, 3 for $2.00 

PHILADELPHUS VIRGINALIS 

A very beautiful shrub. Moderately tall growing, com- 

pact with dark green foliage. Flowers are large and 

handsome, creamy. white, fragrant and bloom for a long 

period commencing in early June. Double and _ single 

flowers on the same bush. We offer large 2 to 3 foot 

plants, blooming size. 

75¢ each, 3 for $2.00 

FORSYTHIA SPECTABILIS 

Flowers in early spring with a wealth of fine yellow 

bloom. This variety is the best of all the golden bells. 

Hardy and very showy. We offer fine plants 2 to 3 ft. 

75e each, 3 for $2.00 

BEAUTY BUSH 

at 
A wery fine shrub with excellent foliage, grows 5 to 6 

feet tall. The arching branches are covered thru June 
with myriads of bright pink bloom that are very showy. 

Hardy and does best in clay soil. We offer fine bushy 
plants 2 to 3 feet; tall. 

75¢ each, 3 for $2.00 

HYPERICUM SUN GOLD 

Plant Pat. No. 568. Each $1.50, 3 for $4.00, 315 per doz. 

A hardy shapely, dwarf, twiggy shrub, which grows 
into an almost completely oval globe of 2 1-2 to 8 feet 
in diameter, and about 18 to 24 inches in height, densely 

covered with foliage that is handsome throughout the 

summer. It bears its cymes of golden flowers at the end 

of every shoot of the summer’s new growth. Its flewers 

are bigger and produced in immense quantities, trans- 

forming this lovely plant into a smal] mound of gold 
in full bloom. Of particular interest and value is its ex- 

ceptional hardiness. The average size of bloom is from 

2 1-2 to 3 inches in diameter. 

THORNLESS BERBERIS THUNBERGII 

Patented. 3 yr. 15 to 18 in. tops, 75c each, 3 for $2.00, 

$6.00 per dozen, $40.00 per 100. 

Here is something many gardeners have been looking 

for. A Barberry without thorns. Innumerable instances 

can be mentioned where this shrub would fit in perfect- 

ly because it does not prick you when coming in contact 

with it. In every other respect it is the same as the com- 

mon Barberry, same fruit and brilliant foliage in autumn 

but no thorns. 

DWARF BLUE-LEAF ARTIC WILLOW 

A low growing Willow excellently suited for hedges 
that was discovered north of the Arctic Circle. Grows 

anywhere in wet or heavy soils where other plants 

perish. It is able to withstand the lowest temperatures 

encountered in this country, is of easy culture. Just the 

plant for low edgings around beds or along walks in 

aifficult soils or localities. The foliage is a lovely gray- 

blue green. Can be clipped for formal effects or left 

natural as desired. Should be planted about 8 inches a- 

part. May also be grown as single specimens in the rock 

garden. 

Nice 3 yr. old plants, 75c each, 3 for $2.00, $6 per doz. 

WEIGELIA BRISTOL RUBY (Patent No. 492) 

A better “Eve Rathke” has long been needed—Bristol 
Ruby is just that. Hardier and more vigorous, it makes 

a shapely, thrifty plant with attractive rich green foli- 

age. Color is of soft-red shading to garnet-crimson; ex- 

tremely pleasing in effect and without harsh tone. At- 
taining a height of 6 to 7 feet at maturity, it makes a 

perfectly formed, well-rounded specimen requiring very 

little pruning because it flowers well from old wood; no 
die4back or uneven growth at any time. Excellent re-~ 

ports from Vermont and other difficult regions fully 

substantiate our own estimate of its unusua] hardiness. 

Bristol Ruby is definitely superior to Eva MRathke in 
every respect, 

2 to 3 foot plants, $1.25 each, 3 for $3.25. 

RUSSIAN OLIVE 

A very pretty small tree useful in a small yard for 

shade. Grows to 24 feet. Very hardy and rapid growing. 

Foliage rich silvery color, willow shape and _ gracefiu!. 

Small yellow flowers, very fragrant, in June. 

5 to 6 feet trees $1. 25 each, 3 for ’$3,00. 



FRENCH LILACS 

Plant Hybrid French Lilacs This Fall For Nice Bloom Next Spring 

These lilacs are so much superior to the common 

lilac and once you have a bush or two you will readily 

appreciate the improvement in variety and many people 

are becoming quite enthused and want many varieties 

on their grounds. The flowers are much larger than or- 

dinary lilacs and there are many different shades. 

French lilacs are very hardy and easy to handle. These 

fine hardy shrubs bloom very yung ang grow into fine 

specimen plants. They are easy to transplant and 

thrive with just ordinary care. We offer many colors 

in both single and dougle flowering sorts. 

SINGLE VARIETIES 

CHAS. X—Violet-red flowers. Very heavy bloomer. 

HUGO KOSTER—Very large trusses of blue to violet 

purple. Distinct and attractive. 

LUDWIG SPAETHE—tLong tresses, late. Dark wine- 

red to purple. Very free blooming and popular. 

MARIE LE GRAYE—Long trusses of pure white. 

LAMARTINE—One wf the earliest to bloom. Very large 

trusses of beautiful pale pink. Very beautiful. 

DOUBLE VARIETIES 

ALPHONSE LAVALEE—Long shapely trusses of blue 

violet. A splendid diuble variety. 

CHAS. JOLY—Slender, compact trusses of dark red. 

MME. LEMOINE—Rather dwarf. Large trusses of pure 

white. Very fragrant. 

MICHAEL BUCKNER—Rather dwarf. Large trusses 

of very double flowers. Pale lilac in color. Very attr- 

active. 

MONTAIGNE—Very large individual flowers of mauve 

pink, Large trusses. Strong grower. 

PAUL THEIRON—Large flowers of claret rose. 

PRES. GREVY—QO:mpact, lone stemmed, soft blue. 

Very fine. Large clusters. One of the best. 

Any of the above varieties in well rooted plants. 

2 to 8 feet tall $1.85 each, 3 for $3.50, 6 for $6.25 

PERSIAN LILACS ROTHAMANGENSIS—tLong  nar- 

row leaves and willowy branches mark this fine shrub 

as different. Blooms very young with long trusses of 

dainty flowers colored beautiful wine-red. Very hardy 

and very fine. 2 to 3 foot plants that will bloom next 

spring. 

2 to 8 foot 80c each, 3 for $2.00, 6 for $3.50 

Ornamental - - Flowering Trees 
PRUNUS NEWPORT—Bright red foliage in spring tur- 

ning to purple red thru summer. Bright red again after 

frost. Covered with pink bloom in spring before leaves 

appear. Hardy and grows to twelve feet. One of the nice 

red foliage trees. 4 feet $1.50 each, 3 for $4.00 

BOLLEANA POPULAR—Fine hardy upright growing 

trees 'with pretty gray foliage. Fine for contrast. Grows 

tall like lombardy. Green bark. Very desirable. 

4 to 5 ft. $1.00 each, 3 for $2.75 

FLOWERING CRAB TREES 

BETCHELS—A very hardy dwarf tree growing to 12 ft. 

’ Compact top. In spring it is literally covered with double 
pink flowers resembling roses. Delightfully fragrant. A 
fine speciman lawn tree. Fine trees blooming size, 

3 to 4 ft. $1.10 each, 3 for $3.00 

ELEYI—Red flowering semi-double flowers in great pro~ 
fusion. Nice foliage and beautiful small dark red fruits 

in autumn. Hardy and very show'y. Fine trees 3 to 4 ft. 
$1.10 each, 3 for $3.00 

EU. MOUNTAIN ASH—This beautiful ornamental tree 

‘ils rather slow growing, forming a beautiful dense top. 

The foliage is very pretty with beautiful autumn color- 

ing. The clusters of orange red berries appear in August 

and persist all winter. A fine hardy lawn specimen. 

4 to 5 ft. trees $1.00 each, 3 for $2.75, 10 for $7.50 

LOMBARDY POPULAR—Tall stately spire like trees 

that are much used for background hedges, screens 

and accent points. Rapid growing and reach 50 feet 

Hardy, easy to transplant and most effective tree of its 

kind and shape. Tops are very narrow as the branches 

are almost vertical. 

4 to 5 ft. trees 40c each, 3 for $1.00, 10 for $2.60 
5 to 6 ft. trees 60¢ each, 3 for $1.50, 10 for $4.00 

The Harmon Nursery 
Prospect. \ Ohio 


